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97 psychology and 18 economics studies
(Open Science Collaboration 2015; Camerer et al. 2016)
“Very successful” 
replications
• 10 psychology studies
• 2 economics studies
“Successful” 
replications
• 10 psychology studies
• 2 economics studies
“Unsuccessful” 
replications
• 10 psychology studies
• 2 economics studies
Successful replications
• 35 psychology studies
• 11 economics studies
Unsuccessful replications
• 62 psychology studies
• 7 economics studies
Sample by smallest 
absolute difference
in effect size
Random sample  
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Adapted from:  Moher D, Liberati A, Tetzlaff J, Altman DG, The PRISMA Group (2009). Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 




Intertemporal choice records 
identified through electronic 
database searching 





















n Additional intertemporal choice 
records identified through other 
sources 
(n = 5,728 papers) 
Intertemporal choice records after duplicates removed 
(n = 18,855 papers) 
Records screened for 
intertemporal choice database 
(n = 1,662 papers) 
Records excluded 
(n = 713 papers) 
Full-text articles assessed 
for intertemporal choice 
database eligibility 
(n = 949 papers) 
Full-text articles excluded  
(n = 836 papers) 
• No data (n = 811) 
• Data not yet reviewed (n = 25) 
Studies included in 
quantitative synthesis for 
sign effect anomaly 
(n = 9 studies, 
from 7 papers) 
Studies excluded,  
no gain-loss question pair 
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*Note: Chen10 is reported in Chinese and requires further verification
Xu09 *Chen10 Li11_posttest Li11_pretest
























































































*Note: Chen10 is reported in Chinese and requires further verification
xs: 30, 0−−14 days xs: 30, 0−−30 days xs: 30, 14−−30 days xs: 30, 14−−46 days xs: 30, 30−−46 days
xs: 15, 0−−14 days xs: 15, 0−−30 days xs: 15, 14−−30 days xs: 15, 14−−46 days xs: 15, 30−−46 days
xs: 5, 0−−14 days xs: 5, 0−−30 days xs: 5, 14−−30 days xs: 5, 14−−46 days xs: 5, 30−−46 days

































Panel headings correspond to the sooner amount, and sooner and later delays, reflecting the study design of Faralla10
losses first, tldays: 182 days losses first, tldays: 365 days losses first, tldays: 3650 days
































































Panel headings correspond to the question order and later delay, reflecting the study design of Hardisty13
descending, tl: 7 descending, tl: 14 descending, tl: 30 descending, tl: 182 descending, tl: 365 descending, tl: 1825 descending, tl: 9125


































































































Panel headings correspond to the order and later delay (days), reflecting the study design of Han12
14−−46 days 30−−46 days 30−−61 days
0−−14 days 0−−30 days 14−−30 days
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sign effect direction negative positive zero
Xu09 *Chen10 Li11_posttest Li11_pretest















































































*Note: Chen10 is reported in Chinese and requires further verification
14−−46 days 30−−46 days
0−−14 days 0−−30 days 14−−30 days
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0



















Sooner amount (Euros) 5 15 30







0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25








Later delay (days) 182 365 3650
Colour corresponds to the later delay, reflecting the study design of Hardisty13
Delay: 365 days Delay: 1825 days Delay: 9125 days





























































Presentation order of sooner amount ascending descending order ascending descending
Panel headings correspond to time delay, reflecting the study design of Han12
14−−46 days 30−−46 days 30−−61 days
0−−14 days 0−−30 days 14−−30 days



















Panel headings correspond to combinations of the sooner and later delays, reflecting the study design of Xu09

M_PG_econ_20 M_UG_econ_09 F_UG_econ_15 M_PG_econ_22 M_UG_econ_05
F_UG_econ_14 F_UG_econ_16 M_PG_econ_21 M_UG_econ_02 F_UG_econ_11
F_UG_econ_13 M_UG_econ_03 M_UG_econ_04 M_UG_econ_08 F_UG_econ_10
M_UG_econ_01 M_UG_econ_07 F_PG_econ_24 M_PG_econ_19 M_UG_econ_06












































































































Sooner delay: 0 days; later delay: 14 days; sooner amount: 5 Euros
F_PG_econ_25 F_UG_econ_10 M_UG_econ_04 M_PG_econ_22 M_UG_econ_02
F_UG_econ_16 F_UG_econ_12 M_UG_econ_05 F_UG_econ_15 F_UG_econ_17
F_PG_econ_24 M_PG_econ_21 M_UG_econ_06 F_UG_econ_14 M_UG_econ_07
M_UG_econ_03 F_PG_econ_23 F_UG_econ_18 M_PG_econ_20 M_UG_econ_09
F_UG_econ_11 M_UG_econ_08 M_UG_econ_01 F_UG_econ_13 M_PG_econ_19







































































Sooner delay: 0; later delay: 30; sooner amount of money: 30

F_p19 M_p12 M_p17 F_p2 F_p10
F_p16 M_p18 F_p3 F_p7 M_p5
M_p13 M_p14 M_p20 M_p6 F_p15
F_p11 F_p4 M_p9 F_p8 M_p1




































Sooner delay (days): 0; later delay (days): 14
M_p9 F_p3 F_p10 F_p7 M_p18
M_p12 M_p17 M_p20 M_p5 M_p6
F_p19 F_p2 M_p1 F_p4 F_p8
M_p13 M_p14 F_p15 F_p11 F_p16









































Discounted: Gain Loss Gain and Loss Nothing
Hardisty09_exp1 (n=65) Hardisty13 (n=106) Hardisty09_exp2 (n=118)
Xu09 (n=20) Faralla10 (n=25) Han12 (n=50)















Discounted: Gain Loss Gain and Loss Nothing
Hardisty09_exp1 (n=65) Hardisty13 (n=106) Hardisty09_exp2 (n=118)
Xu09 (n=20) Faralla10 (n=25) Han12 (n=50)
0 20 40 60 0 25 50 75 100 0 30 60 90

















What was discounted: Loss Gain Both (G and L) Nothing
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F_UG_econ_12 F_UG_econ_11 M_UG_econ_01 M_PG_econ_22 F_UG_econ_17
M_PG_econ_19 M_UG_econ_08 F_PG_econ_24 M_PG_econ_20 F_UG_econ_16
F_UG_econ_14 F_UG_econ_18 M_UG_econ_09 M_UG_econ_02 M_UG_econ_03
F_UG_econ_10 F_PG_econ_23 F_PG_econ_25 M_UG_econ_05 F_UG_econ_13


















































































































































































F_UG_econ_16 M_UG_econ_03 M_UG_econ_01 M_PG_econ_22 F_UG_econ_17
M_UG_econ_08 F_UG_econ_12 M_PG_econ_20 F_PG_econ_24 F_UG_econ_11
F_UG_econ_14 F_UG_econ_13 F_UG_econ_18 M_PG_econ_19 M_UG_econ_09
M_UG_econ_05 M_UG_econ_04 F_UG_econ_10 F_PG_econ_23 M_UG_econ_02
M_UG_econ_07 M_UG_econ_06 F_PG_econ_25 M_PG_econ_21 F_UG_econ_15


































































F_UG_econ_16 M_UG_econ_03 M_UG_econ_01 M_PG_econ_22 F_UG_econ_17
M_UG_econ_08 F_UG_econ_12 M_PG_econ_20 F_PG_econ_24 F_UG_econ_11
F_UG_econ_14 F_UG_econ_13 F_UG_econ_18 M_PG_econ_19 M_UG_econ_09
M_UG_econ_05 M_UG_econ_04 F_UG_econ_10 F_PG_econ_23 M_UG_econ_02





















































































































F_UG_econ_16 M_UG_econ_03 M_UG_econ_01 M_PG_econ_22 F_UG_econ_17
M_UG_econ_08 F_UG_econ_12 M_PG_econ_20 F_PG_econ_24 F_UG_econ_11
F_UG_econ_14 F_UG_econ_13 F_UG_econ_18 M_PG_econ_19 M_UG_econ_09
M_UG_econ_05 M_UG_econ_04 F_UG_econ_10 F_PG_econ_23 M_UG_econ_02














































































































F_UG_econ_16 M_UG_econ_03 M_UG_econ_01 M_PG_econ_22 F_UG_econ_17
M_UG_econ_08 F_UG_econ_12 M_PG_econ_20 F_PG_econ_24 F_UG_econ_11
F_UG_econ_14 F_UG_econ_13 F_UG_econ_18 M_PG_econ_19 M_UG_econ_09
M_UG_econ_05 M_UG_econ_04 F_UG_econ_10 F_PG_econ_23 M_UG_econ_02







































































































































25 50 75 100














































M_UG_econ_09 F_UG_econ_11 M_UG_econ_02 M_PG_econ_20 M_UG_econ_05
F_UG_econ_16 F_UG_econ_15 M_PG_econ_22 M_UG_econ_06 F_UG_econ_14
M_PG_econ_21 F_UG_econ_12 M_PG_econ_19 F_PG_econ_24 M_UG_econ_03
M_UG_econ_01 F_UG_econ_18 F_PG_econ_23 M_UG_econ_08 F_UG_econ_13























































































































0 5 10 15 20 25




sign: gain sign: loss
interval: 14 days
interval: 28 days




































Sooner amount (Euros) 5 15 30
Model with 2 terms: Intercept, signloss
sign: gain sign: loss
interval: 14 days
interval: 28 days




































Sooner amount (Euros) 5 15 30
Model with 3 terms: Intercept, signloss, ar
sign: gain sign: loss
interval: 14 days
interval: 28 days




































Sooner amount (Euros) 5 15 30











































0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00









F_p4 M_p6 F_p15 F_p16 M_p9
M_p5 F_p2 F_p7 F_p10 M_p13
M_p1 M_p14 M_p17 M_p12 F_p3






















































































































































Interval: 14 days Interval: 28 days
gain
loss

















































M_p1 M_p17 M_p9 F_p4 M_p6
F_p8 F_p3 M_p13 M_p20 M_p5
F_p10 F_p16 M_p14 F_p7 F_p2










































































































0 25 50 75 100








0−−14 days 14−−28 days 14−−42 days 28−−56 days





















M_p12 F_p2 M_p17 F_p19 F_p10
M_p18 M_p6 F_p3 M_p5 F_p7
M_p14 F_p16 M_p1 M_p20 F_p15
F_p11 F_p8 F_p4 M_p9 M_p13





































5 10 15 20
u0 rank for each participant
u0

sign: gain sign: loss




































2 terms: Intercept, signloss
sign: gain sign: loss




































3 terms: Intercept, signloss, ar
sign: gain sign: loss

























































































0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00














1 week 2 weeks 1 month 6 months 1 year 5 years 25 years
















s36 s39 s14 s30 s20 s1 s28 s18 s12 s6
s34 s43 s35 s25 s33 s24 s11 s41 s32 s27
s5 s2 s31 s8 s7 s44 s9 s46 s45 s13
s23 s22 s3 s17 s47 s37 s26 s21 s40 s15



































































































































































































































































































































s41 s1 s28 s27 s21 s30 s18 s5 s12 s6
s34 s24 s36 s37 s14 s25 s7 s32 s20 s39
s3 s8 s2 s17 s29 s38 s19 s10 s22 s45
s9 s42 s16 s48 s43 s33 s26 s31 s11 s47

































































































































































































































































































































































































0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50







0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
0.5
0.5































































































































































































































0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
















































































































0 30 60 90
u0 rank for each participant
u0



































































2 terms: Intercept, signloss


































































3 terms: Intercept, signloss, ar









































































































































0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00








































































































































































































































loss, F loss, M
gain, F gain, M



































































































































































































































































































0 20 40 60




sign: gain sign: loss


































sign: gain sign: loss

































2 terms: Intercept, signloss
sign: gain sign: loss









































































































0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00





































































M, gain M, loss
F, gain F, loss

































































































































































































0 30 60 90 120
u0 rank for each participant
u0




























































































2 terms: Intercept, signloss






















































0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5















The terms in both models were common across all studies
sensitivity specificity







Percentage (%) with 95% confidence interval
St
ud
y 
Id
No.
participants
20
40
60
80
100
sign
gain
loss






































